
History of Kansas
History 320H / Section A, T 6:00-8:45pm
Davis 109C

Instructor: Professor Russell Arben Fox
Office and Office Hours: Davis 313; M 2:00pm-5:00pm, TTH 1:00-5:00pm, and by appointment 
Office Phone and E-mail: 295-5827; foxr@friends.edu

John Steuart Curry, “Tragic Prelude” (1938-1940), mural, Kansas State Capitol Building, Topeka, KS

The Topic:

This is a course on the history of the state of Kansas–however, that only scratches the surface of what we
will be discussing this semester. Kansas has been, throughout its modern history, a state of extremes:
violent pro-slavery and anti-slavery extremes in the mid-19th century, and intense pro-capitalist and anti-
capitalist extremes in the 20th century, to give just two examples. Kansas has given profound expression
to populist, agrarian, socialist, conservative, and religious movements of numerous sorts over the
decades, and it continues to do so today; few major transformations in America’s basic political
culture–from the debate over states rights and slavery during the Civil War, to the struggles between
labor and business up through the Progressive Era, to the rise of the Religious Right and the creation of
the “red/blue” divide in contemporary American politics–can be made sensible without thinking at least
in part about the role which Kansas politics and society has played in them all. Thus, along with going
over the basics of Kansas history, beginning with indigenous tribes and early explorers and continuing all
the way up to the present day, this class shall also address in some detail these movements and
transformations: both what has driven them historically, and to what degree they continue today to shape
Kansas–and American–politics and society. This means that this will be more than just a review of
historical names and dates; it will also be an intellectual and theoretical engagement with profound ideas
and arguments, which just happened to find a home here in the Sunflower State. 



The Instructor: 

That’s me. My name, office phone, e-mail, and office hours are included at the top of this sheet. Please
make use of them if you have a question or concern, or send me an e-mail message, which is usually the
best way to get in contact with me anyway.

The Reading:

John Brown to Bob Dole: Movers and Shakers in Kansas History, edited by Virgil W. Dean (University
Press of Kansas, 2006), hereafter “Dean”
Kansas and the West: New Perspectives, edited by Rita Napier (University Press of Kansas, 2003),
hereafter “Napier”
Thomas Frank, What’s the Matter with Kansas? How Conservatives Won the Heart of America (Henry
Holt, 2004), hereafter “Frank”

There will also be numerous outlines, handouts and other material, either distributed in class or available
on reserve in the library. The handouts in the library are available for you to read while there or
photocopy for your own use. These handouts are taken from the following books:

Peter H. Argersinger, The Limits of Agrarian Radicalism: Western Populism and American Politics
(University Press of Kansas, 1995)
O. Gene Clanton, A Common Humanity: Kansas Populism and the Battle for Justice and Equality, 1854-
1903 (Sunflower University Press, 2004)
Gretchen Eick, Dissent in Wichita: The Civil Rights Movement in the Midwest (University of Illinois
Press, 2001)
Nicole Etcheson, Bleeding Kansas: Contested Liberty in the Civil War Era (University Press of Kansas,
2004)
Scott G. McNall, The Road to Rebellion: Class Formation and Kansas Populism, 1865-1900 (University
of Chicago Press, 1988)
Brian Mann, Welcome to the Homeland: A Journey to the Heart of America’s Conservative Revolution
(Steerforth Press, 2006)
Craig Miner, Kansas: The History of the Sunflower State, 1854-2000 (University Press of Kansas, 2002)

The Schedule:

For each class date, I have listed the pages which you will be expected to have read beforehand.

Tuesday, January 16–first day of class; course introduction

Pre-Territorial Kansas through the Civil War
Tuesday, January 23–Napier, 46-100: Native Americans and early explorers in the Kansas territory
Tuesday, January 30–Napier, 101-116, 140-180, Etcheson handout: settlements and conflicts in Kansas
Tuesday, February 6–Dean, 19-45, 56-67: Etcheson handout; “Bleeding Kansas” and the Civil War

Post-Civil War Kansas through the Depression
Tuesday, February 13–Dean 71-90, 103-111, McNall handout: the making of farming and frontier Kansas

(midterm examination #1 handed out)
Tuesday, February 20–Dean, 115-139; Clanton handout: the Gilded Age and the Populist response

(midterm examination #1 and one paper is due)



Tuesday, February 27–Napier, 200-227; Dean, 140-151; Argersinger handout: women, religion,  reform
Tuesday, March 6–Dean, 152-165; Argersinger handouts: Kansas Republicans challenged and changed
Tuesday, March 13–Dean-178-189; McNall and Clanton handouts; the break-up of Kansas radicalism

(midterm examination #2 handed out)
Tuesday, March 20–spring break; no class

Post-Depression Kansas through 2000
Tuesday, March 27–Napier, 276-317; Miner handout: tensions in a modernizing Kansas

(midterm examination #2 and one paper is due)
Tuesday, April 3–Napier, 318-333; Dean, 204-216; Miner handout: Depression and recovery in Kansas
Tuesday, April 10–Napier, 344-380; Dean, 217-240, 267-277; Eick handout: racial progress and reaction
Tuesday, April 17–Dean, 306-341; Miner handout: mainstreaming (or failing to mainstream) Kansas
Tuesday, April 24–professor absent; no class

21st-century Kansas
Tuesday, May 1–Frank, 1-66, 78-109, 191-214, 225-251; Mann handout: Kansas, “redness,” and America

(last paper is due)

Tuesday, May 8–final examination

The Grades:

Grading in this course will follow a strict 100-point scale:
91-100 = A
81-90 = B
71-80 = C
60-70 = D
59 and below = let’s not talk about that, shall we?

In calculating the grades, however, I throw in a 10-point margin for error, as the following scale should
show:

Literature paper 10 points
Personality paper 10 points
Political paper 10 points
Midterm examination #1 20 points
Midterm examination #2 20 points
Final exam 40 points
Total: 110 points

So, while grades will be distributed according to the 100-point scale listed above, there is actually 110
points possible in this class. Therefore, it is theoretically possible to, for example, skip the midterm exam
entirely and escape with a high B. I wouldn’t recommended that though! This margin exists to provide
cover for those bad days that plague us all. Don’t abuse it, for you’ll find that 10 points goes quickly.

The papers for this class come in three sorts: one that focuses on a work of Kansas literature, one that
focuses on a particular historical Kansas personality, and one that focuses on a current debate or issue in
Kansas politics. Each of these papers will be expected to be of medium length (6-8 pages, typed, double-
spaced), and show signs of the research behind them (at least 4-6 sources cited on a works cited page). I
will hand out guidelines for writing these papers as the semester goes forward. One of these papers will



be due in class on February 20; another will be due on March 27; the last will be due on May 1. It does
not matter which paper you choose to do first (though I would recommend waiting on the political paper,
since we will only get around to discussing contemporary Kansas in depth towards the end of class);
however, these are the ONLY DAYS on which papers will be accepted, the SOLE exception being for
hospital stays or other emergencies which you can provide SIGNED DOCUMENTATION for. If
you miss one of these days and cannot provide the sort of excuse described above, then I will only accept
TWO papers from you; miss two of these days, and you will be down to only ONE chance to turn in a
paper. They can be sent, in either Microsoft Word or Word Perfect format, to me as a file attachment
(never in the form of e-mails), but I must have received them no later than 6:00pm–that is, by the
beginning of class–on the day they are listed as due on the schedule. 

(Note: I will allow ONE of these papers to be replaced with the choice to visit a particular museum or
site of historical significance to Kansas, as long as you write a detailed report on the visit (the same
length as the required paper), and include with that paper evidence of your visit (like ticket stubs with the
day of your visit on them, etc.). Some of the possible locations that you might visit and explore in order
to fulfill this assignment are the Kansas State Historical Society Museum in Topeka, the John Brown
Museum in Ossawatomie, the Kansas African-American Museum here in Wichita, the Santa Fe Trail
Museum near Larned, or The Eisenhower Center in Abilene. Other possibilities may be suggested to me.)

The literature paper will an extended book review, focusing on the way in which the book in question
was inspired by or is connected to Kansas history or society (correcting or elaborating upon various
details as you review the book), as well as on the way in which the work you have chosen has impacted
cultural, political, or commercial life of Kansas. While I will leave the choice of the work of literature
open to you, it must be either one of those which I recommend here, or it must be one that I have
approved beforehand. Some of the novels I would recommend include: Frank L. Baum, The Wizard of
Oz; Truman Capote, In Cold Blood; Gordon Parks, The Learning Tree; Jane Smiley, The All-True
Travels and Adventures of Lidie Newton; Laura Ingalls Wilder, Little House on the Prairie.

The personality paper will be an extended look at the life and impact of one of the individuals profiled in
the Dean textbook, or someone comparable, though again your choice must be one that I have
approved beforehand.

The political paper will be a close consideration of a political issue that has been influential in recent
elections and debates in the state of Kansas. I will recommend certain topics to write on, though will be
able to choose one on your own as well, so long as, once again, I have approved it beforehand.

The midterm examinations will be take home exams, consisting of five short essay questions worth 5
points each; you will choose and answer four of them, for a total of 20 points possible. These questions
will not be complex, but will require a fair amount of detail to answer, usually three or four paragraphs.
Obviously, these exams are “open book”; my expectations for the answers will also, therefore, obviously
be rather high! Moreover, as a written test where you have the opportunity to rewrite and rethink your
answers before handing them in, spelling, grammar, and punctuation will also count. The questions
will always only pertain to that section of the class material we will have just completed. I will hand out
the exams at the end of class. Your completed exams must be typed, double-spaced, in either Microsoft
Word or Word Perfect format; they may be sent to electronically as a file attachment (never in the form
of e-mails), but I must have received them no later than 6:00pm–that is, by the beginning of class–on
the day they are listed as due on the schedule. These deadlines are NOT negotiable, and late exams
will NOT be accepted, the SOLE exception being for hospital stays or other emergencies which you
can provide SIGNED DOCUMENTATION for. Finally, please note that I will be handing out



different copies of the examinations to different people in the class; this is to prevent collaboration on the
tests. While I may not be able to necessarily detect every possible instance of sharing work, be aware that
I am very good at spotting signs of someone else being responsible for one’s work, and that turning in
such a midterm examination will be considered a case of academic dishonesty as described below.

The final examination will be a more traditional test: it will consist of twenty short answer questions
(worth 2 points each), of which you will choose to answer ten (for a possible 20 points); it will also
include an essay section, with three essay questions (each worth 10 points). You will choose two of these
questions, which will be comprehensive in nature, and write response to both (thus making the essay
section also worth up to 20 points). I will hand out before hand a study guide to provide guidance in
reviewing and preparing for the final. This exam CANNOT be made up, the SOLE exception being
for hospital stays or other emergencies which you can provide SIGNED DOCUMENTATION for.

Three Declarations:

In accordance with the Americans with Disabilities Act, accommodations may be made for any student
who notifies me of their needs. It is imperative that you take the initiative to bring such needs to my
attention, as I am not allowed to ask about such matters. Students who may require special assistance in
emergency evacuations should talk to me in order to work out the most appropriate procedures to follow
in such an emergency.

I am sympathetic to those who suffer any sort of family emergency and/or tragedy during this semester,
and I am frequently open to working out alternative ways of completing assignments when
responsibilities prevent you from attending class and so forth. That being said, it must be understood that
life goes on, and so does this course. Funerals or prolonged hospital stays for loved ones, while clearly
and properly demanding of one’s time and energy, are NOT an acceptable excuse for ignoring class
expectations, policies, or grading; if it appears you must make a choice between family obligations and
class assignments, please inform me as soon as possible, rather than simply assuming that I will be
understanding and let things slide out of sympathy after the fact, because I probably won’t.

It should go without saying that ANY sort of academic dishonesty is detrimental to both your own
education and my ability to fairly and sympathetically administer and grade this class. Hence, any
cheating, plagiarism, fabrication or falsification of data or communications, or other general
malfeasance that I verify will potentially result in an automatic ZERO (“0”) for the assignment or
test in question, depending on the gravity of the offense. In order to enforce this policy, I reserve the
right to take whatever steps I deem appropriate, including banning cell phones and other electronic
implements during test-taking, changing the wording or deadlines of assignments (with due notice), and
so forth. You’re grown-ups by now, so you consider the odds, and the consequences. If you feel you need
more guidance or specifications on this polity, see the attached HONOR CODE sheet.
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